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Abstract

Development of a motivational tool used by
employees to increase their physical activity,
improving occupational health
Tobias Andersson Joel Åstrand

Worksites, schools, homes and public places continue to be re-
engineering to minimize human movement and muscular activity. 
Consequently, as the human body is built for movement, this entails 
negative health effects. Could an application be used at worksites to 
mitigate this problem by motivating employees to increase their 
physical activity? Described in this thesis is the development of a 
web application with the goal to increase physical activity among 
employees at the Betsson office in Stockholm. In order to achieve 
this, studies were made on how to create engaging and motivating 
experiences. These included both information gathering at the office, 
where interviews were held and a survey was issued, and exploring 
different methods to create engaging experiences, such as 
gamification.
From the data gathered about the target group and from user 
engagement methods, a concept of an application was envisioned. The 
application MVP (Minimal Viable Product) was implemented in an agile 
manner, with the technologies Angular 5 to build the application and 
front-end, and Firebase to handle the back-end. The application was 
then tested by the employees at Betsson for four days which was 
followed by interviews. The participants of the interview were 
positive towards the application, which indicates that an application 
can increase the physical activity at worksites. However, as this 
application is tailored towards Betsson, the results is not 
necessarily applicable in general.
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Sammanfattning

Från ett liv där rörelse varit nödvändighet, närmar sig samhället en tid präglat av stilla-
sittande. Arbetsplatser, hemmet och offentliga platser omformas i allt större utsträckning
för att minimera fysisk aktivitet. Då den fundamentala funktionaliteten för den mänskliga
kroppen ligger i rörelse, leder detta till negativa hälsoeffekter. Kan en applikation bidra
till att minska detta problem på arbetsplatser genom att motivera anställda till ökad fy-
sisk aktivitet? I denna studie beskrivs utvecklingsprocessen av en webbapplikation med
målet att öka fysisk aktivitet bland anställda på Betsson i Stockholm. För att lyckas med
detta har forskning utförts inom hur man skapar engagerande och motiverande appli-
kationer. Detta inkluderade både informationsinsamling på kontoret där intervjuer var
hållna samt en enkät var genomförd bland de anställda. Även utforskandet bland olika
metoder att skapa användarengagemang såsom spelifiering var gjorda. Från datainsam-
lingen om målgruppen och metoderna om användarengagemang, skapades ett koncept
av en applikation. Genom ett agilt arbetsätt blev en MVP (Minimal Viable Product) im-
plementerat med teknologierna Angular 5 för att bygga applikationen och front-end, och
Firebase för att hantera back-end sidan. Applikationen testades av de anställda på Bets-
son under fyra dagar, vilket följdes upp med intervjuer för att utvärdera applikationen.
Intervjudeltagarna var positivt inställda till applikationen och dess koncept, vilket tyder
på det finns potential för en applikation att kunna motivera användare att öka sin fysiska
aktivitet på arbetsplatser. Viktigt att poängtera är att applikationen är skräddarsydd för
Betsson och dess arbetsmiljö, vilket innebär att projektets resultat inte nödvändigtvis
kan bli applicerade rent generellt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The human race is approaching a new era compared to our parents and grandparents.
From a life where physical activity has been a necessity, we are marching towards a
society of minimal physical activity. A major reason behind this decrease is that work-
sites, schools, homes, and public spaces have been and continue to be re-engineered in
ways that minimize human movement and muscular activity [56]. In a recent study [23]
done in collaboration between different counties in Sweden, it has been discovered that
young adults in the ages 18-29 have a higher percentage of people that sit for 10 hours
or more per day than the people in the age group of 85+. The sedentary behavior of
today is outright contradictory to the fundamental functionality of the human body of
constantly being on the move, hunting and searching for shelter, consequently leading
to negative health effects [66]. But it is not only younger adults that have lower physical
activity than ever before, the problem is also among children and teenagers. A Swedish
study [45] shows that young people stay still for an average of 9 hours a day and only
22% of the girls and 44% of the boys are reaching the recommended levels of physical
activity needed to maintain a healthy lifestyle.

With the support of all these studies, it is possible to make the assumption that the prob-
lem with sedentary behavior is not a problem that is going to vanish. On the contrary,
there is a risk that this is a problem that is going to increase even more in the future
as technology advances further. This upcoming social problem has been recognized
by many organizations and there have been many different campaigns to make people
more physically active. One campaign that took place between January and February
was “Upp Och Hoppa, Sverige!” organized by Generation Pep1 The awareness about
this growing problem among companies has also increased and several companies are

1Generation Pep works to spread knowledge and engage both people and organizations in a joint effort
to make it easier for children and young people to live a healthy life [22].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

investing today in order to improve the working environment for their employees. There
are several reasons for a company to invest in workspace health, for instance, one study
has proven that a good workspace health increases both productivity levels and also
reduces the number of absent days due to sickness [68]. Another study [35] shows
that companies that want to maximize profitability should invest more in the workspace
health. If a company invest 1 SEK in workspace health, it will return 2 SEK to the
company.

In this thesis, it is investigated if it is possible to create a software application that
motivates employees in a sedentary office to be more physically active at work. Our
main target group is people who neither are physically active during their leisure-time
nor during office hours. A challenge presented by this is to find motivational factors
which appeal to as many as possible, and especially those with low physical activity.
In collaboration with Betsson, which is one of Europe’s largest gambling companies, a
prototype of an application with the purpose of increasing physical activity is developed.
The application is tested and evaluated by employees at Betsson.

1.1 Purpose and Goal

All evidence point towards that physical activity is beneficial for your well-being [39]
and a number of studies [37, 46, 14] shows that the negative consequences entailed by
sedentary behavior are a rapidly growing problem all over the world. Today most of
the world’s population live in countries where overweight and obesity is attributable to
more deaths than underweight [29]. How can this problem be dealt with? Is it possible
to use today’s technology to reverse this negative trend and make people more active?
This question has partly been proven to be achievable. For instance, Pokémon GO2

managed to increase the physical activity among college students [57].

The goal of the project is to investigate if an application could work as a motivational
tool to increase the physical activity among employees at sedentary offices. The main
focus points in this project are in how to create engaging and motivational interfaces. In
collaboration with Betsson and their employees, a prototype of an application will be
developed and tested with the goal to increase their physical activity and in the long-
term their well-being.

2Pokémon GO is a location-based augmented reality game where you train, capture and battle with
virtual creatures which appear when a player is in the same real-world location as them [65]
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Delimitations

Due to the time constraints, the project had some delimitations.

• Testing and evaluating in Google Chrome web browser
The testing of the application has been performed in the Google Chrome web
browser. Google Chrome was chosen since it is one of the most popular web
browsers today and used by the majority at Betsson. However, while the appli-
cation should work on other browsers such as Firefox, no significant testing have
been made to support this.

• The application is an MVP (A minimum viable product)
The application is going to be an MVP and will therefore face some limitations in
certain features and design. Some features have first and foremost been prioritized
over others, read more about future features to be implemented in Future Work.
A couple of features have only been implemented to a certain extent, for example
the authentication. While Firebase offers other options, the authentication via
email and password has been used. Although the design is an important part of
the project, it takes time to reach a satisfactory level. Due to the time limitation,
functionality has been prioritized before design.

• Security
The security aspect has not thoroughly been taken into consideration. Some basic
security such as validation of user input has been implemented, but otherwise to
no significant extent.

• Case study on Betsson
In this project the resulting application is only going to be applied at the company
Betsson. The consequence of this is that the resulting application is going to be
adapted for the working environment at Betsson and the research result of project
will be specifically related to Betsson and is not necessary at a general level.

4



Chapter 2

Background

Sedentary behavior is increasing in society, and with it comes issues regarding health [37].
In a study [23] done in cooperation between different counties in Sweden it is shown
that it is not unusual that people sit for 10 hours or more during a day, especially young
men. 24% and 20% of men and women respectively in the ages of 18-29 sit for 10 hours
or more per day. This is more than the people in the age group of 85+ which has 19%
of people sitting 10 hours or more per day.

Physical inactivity is also recognized as a global health problem by the World Health
Organization (WHO) which states that physical inactivity is attributable to 3.2 million
deaths per year [14].

“Sitting is the new smoking” is a term that has received attention within the healthcare
in Sweden [51]. The term originated from a study published in Lancet, in 2012 by I-
Min Lee et al. [42] The study shows that sedentary behavior is attributable every 10th
premature death, which means it is as dangerous as smoking. Thus, sedentary behavior
is described as a pandemic.

It is evident from research that sedentary behavior increases the risk for cardiovascular
disease, poor skeletal health, type 2 diabetes mellitus and all-cause mortality [43, 58].
Furthermore, in a study by Ing-Mari Dohrn et al. it is stated that individuals who sit for
10 hours or more per day have a 2.5 times higher risk of premature death compared to
individuals who sit 6.5 hours or less per day [43].

The nationally recommended minimum amount of moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time
physical activity such as walking, biking or physical exercise is 150 minutes per week
in order to stay healthy [23]. However, the time spent on physical exercise is generally
only performed in a fraction of the day, leaving the rest of the day for sitting or otherwise
sedentary. The increased risks posed by extended periods of sitting is independent of

5



Chapter 2. Background

the amount of moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time physical activity [36]. It is therefore
vital that breaks containing some form of physical activity are taken during days with
extended periods of sitting.

To reverse the negative health effects caused by sedentary behavior it is recommended
that you take a break every 30 minutes, or minimally every 60 minutes, and do some type
of physical activity [36]. Physical activity can, for instance, consists of simple office
exercises, walking to a lunch place a bit further away or taking the stairs. However,
although it is no secret that being active is good for you, it can be hard to motivate
people into being more active. It is not uncommon to find that people either find it odd
to exercise in the office or that they do not believe it will make much of a difference
with short breaks, especially if they exercise during their leisure-time. But as discussed
earlier, the sedentary behavior is dangerous regardless of exercise during leisure-time.
It is important that the attitude towards exercising in offices changes and that the stigma
around it is broken. Nevertheless, breaking bad habits is not a simple thing to achieve
and nothing that will happen overnight. People need to be steered in the right direction.

2.1 Related Work

There is a lot of different applications and campaigns aimed to increase physical activity.
In this section, a few of these applications and campaigns are described.

2.1.1 Workout Applications

Today there are plenty of workout applications in the market with the purpose to facil-
itate training habits and motivate people to train. A few of the most popular applica-
tions at Google Play1 are Endomondo, RunKeeper, and JEFIT. Most workout applica-
tions share similar features such as training logs, recommended exercises and challenge
games. Desirable attributes of a workout application are that the application is easy to
use and does not require effort from the user. For instance, both Endomondo and Run-
Keeper have GPS tracking so the user can automatically record his/her running routes.

To motivate people to train, most applications have features such as a friend list where
the user can see the progress of the user’s friends or can challenge them in different
competitions. Another common feature among workout applications is to have a re-
ward stage where users are rewarded when completing a workout session. The rewards
usually also increase according to how much you train.

1Google Play serves as the official app store for devices running the operative system Android [6]
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Chapter 2. Background

2.1.2 Games Based on Physical Activity

Zombies, Run!

Zombies, Run! [20] is an example of a game where physical activity plays a central
part. Created by Six to Start and Naomi Alderman, the application has gained a lot of
popularity due to its uniqueness. The application is set around Abel Township, a small
outpost in a post-apocalyptic world. Zombies are roaming the world and the story sur-
round the few survivors. The player takes the role as ”Runner 5” which has the objective
to gather resources in order to bolster the survivors’ base. In order to gather resources,
the player needs to run in real life. The phone keeps track of the pace of the runner
through the accelerometer or GPS, and if the pace drops, the zombies draw closer, forc-
ing an increased pace in order to escape them. Apart from collecting supplies, each run
is also centered around a mission with an immersive story written by Naomi Alderman.

In Zombies, Run! the expansion of the base reflects the user’s dedication to exercise.
The more you exercise, the larger and better equipped your base becomes. This is a
great way of adding a sense of adventure and meaning to something which for many is
an otherwise tedious task.

Pokémon GO

Pokémon GO is a location-based augmented reality game where you train, capture and
battle with virtual creatures which appear when a player is in the same real-world
location as them [65]. While perhaps not being the main goal of the application,
Pokémon Go made taking walks more fun and managed to increase physical activ-
ity. The hype around Pokémon GO was immense upon release and some debaters [63,
15] even claimed that this could be a solution to increase activity levels among kids.
The British Medical Journal published a study which estimated the effects of playing
Pokémon GO on the number of steps taken daily up to six weeks after installation of
the game [49]. The study had 1182 participants with ages between 18-35. The result
of the study shows that the daily average steps for Pokémon GO players during the first
weeks of installation increased by 955 additional steps and then this increase gradually
attenuated over the subsequent five weeks.

Pokémon GO is a good example of how a game can be used to increase physical activity.
Of course, Pokémon GO might pose some risks such as reduced attention to traffic and
people entering places they should not. Nonetheless, it is probable that an increase of
these type of location-based augmented reality games will be seen in the future as a tool
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Chapter 2. Background

to promote physical activity.

2.1.3 Campaigns

Today there are several different campaigns with the goal to increase physical activity
among people, two examples are described below.

Upp och Hoppa!

One campaign that took place between January and February 2018 in Sweden was “Upp
och Hoppa, Sverige!” organized by Generation Pep [22], which is a non-profit organiza-
tion that works to disseminate knowledge and makes people more engaged around their
health. The Crown Princess couple of Sweden are the founders of Generation Pep who,
together with actors from all over the world, wants to pursue ambitious and long-term
public health initiatives with children and young people in focus. The main focus of
the campaign “Upp och Hoppa, Sverige!” was to break the sedentary behavior and to-
gether with several of their partners, they succeeded to decrease the sedentary behavior
at many workspaces through many different initiatives.

The Workplace Challenge

“The Workplace Challenge” [28] is a British initiative to increase physical activity
among people in workplaces. The users’ can record their physical activity and com-
pete with other workplaces or colleagues. At the homepage of “The Workplace Chal-
lenge” they have a leaderboard which displays the people with the most points, and the
homepage also offers different types of challenges.

8



Chapter 2. Background

2.1.4 Summary

Even though sedentary behavior in the office and how to avoid it is a trending topic
today, there are only a few popular applications on Google Play with the purpose to
deal with this problem. The majority of the applications mainly focus on leisure-time
activities. According to the interview with the physiotherapist in appendix A, they have
also yet to find a mobile application which can work for this purpose in the field of
occupational health. The sedentary time in offices has been neglected and the need for
a tool which can activate people in offices is needed. The need for increased activity
levels is also well reflected in the campaigns which are emerging for this purpose.

However, there are a few mobile applications that have the goal to decrease sedentary
behavior in offices, for instance, Stand Up [30]. Stand Up is an application that basi-
cally reminds the user to stand up every 30 minutes. But according to our interview
with the physiotherapist in appendix A, users typically lose interest in these kinds of
applications quickly due to its monotone nature, which in turn leads to diminishing use
of the application. Additionally, to only stand up does not activate the body in the way
it needs.

Nonetheless, even though the applications explained in this section are centered around
leisure-time activities, they do succeed in the objective of increasing physical activity
among people. These applications manage to motivate and engage the users in some-
thing which for many can be an otherwise uninteresting task. In the following section,
it is explored how applications can evoke user engagement.

2.2 User Engagement

As the competition increases and the battle to win customers is getting more intense,
higher demands are made on applications. It is not enough that an application looks
good and is easy to use. At the moment, developers must also focus on users wanting to
continue using the application and use the features available.

User engagement is a broad topic that is hard to define, some descriptions of what user
engagement is that have been used are “. . . something that ‘engages’ us is something
that draws us in, that attracts and holds our attention” [59], and Quesenbery (2003)
suggested that engagement is a dimension of usability, and is influenced by users [54].

One report [41] by Heather L. O’Brien and Elaine G. Toms, had the goal to develop
an operational definition of user engagement. Their resulting definition of engagement
is the following: “Engagement is a quality of user experiences with technology that is

9



Chapter 2. Background

characterized by challenge, aesthetic and sensory appeal, feedback, novelty, interactiv-
ity, perceived control and time, awareness, motivation, interest, and affect.” They also
developed a proposed model of engagement, see Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1: An illustration of a proposed model of engagement [41]

The model illustrates the user engagement of an application in form of a possible circle
process. Their process consists of a point of engagement, a period of sustained engage-
ment, disengagement, and (possibly) re-engagement.

10



Chapter 2. Background

2.2.1 Explanation of the Proposed Model of Engagement

This section explains the model of engagement and discusses how it differs compared to
traditional HCI (human-computer interaction) design. In this model, some components
are fundamentals for HCI design but there are a few components that usually are not
considered in a common HCI approach. This model of engagement can be adapted to
other products than only mobile applications, but in the sections below, the model is
discussed in the aspect of a mobile application.

Point of Engagement Attributes

Point of engagement attributes describes which factors that makes the user interested in
an application and enticed to try it. For point of engagement, it was found that aesthetics
plays a significant part. If the user does not appreciate the application’s appearance, the
chance is minimal that the user is going to use it [41]. There are numerous guidelines
to follow in order to create good-looking interfaces. Common factors in these are for
example that an application should be consistent and clear, have a well-defined structure
and a good color theme [31].

Another factor to consider is that the user usually has a goal (sometimes well-defined,
sometimes social, and sometimes to have an experience) in mind when initiating an in-
teraction with an application [41]. In some cases, these objectives can impel motivation
in the user themselves. The user’s ability and desire to be in the interaction and percep-
tion that there is enough time to use the application also play significant parts as point
of engagement attributes.

Period of Engagement Attributes

This section describes which factors that are the most vital to encompass user engage-
ment in an application. One important component in this process is novelty. Users like
to have something new to experience and invokes a continuing interest in the applica-
tion. But how much novelty it should be in an application can be difficult to determine.
In a study [40] it was discovered that there is a ceiling for novelty. It was found that at
some point the level of variety caused the participants of the study to feel ”lost” while
trying to complete their tasks.

Feedback is one major factor in HCI design and also an important component to create
user engagement. What feedback means is that the user receives some response when
completing actions in the application. A couple of examples of feedback can be seen
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Chapter 2. Background

in the SJ booking system, see Figure 2.2. In the left image of Figure 2.2 it is displayed
how the user easily can see which step he/she is in. This is accomplished by enlarging
and changing the color of the step in which the user currently is on. In the right image
in Figure 2.2 another example of feedback is shown. The user’s previous actions are
displayed as ”My choices”, which provide the user with a clear overview of what has
happened in previous steps. The display of ”My choices” also has the purpose to reduce
the short-term memory load for the user.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of feedback from SJ web application [7]

Generally, engagement is sustained when users can maintain attention and interest in the
application. There are different ways to maintain the users’ interest in an application.
One way is to make the application challenging. Another way to keep interest is if the
content gives the user something valuable back, for example, more knowledge. A good
example of this is the web community StackOverflow2 that has good user engagement
but does not retain a challenging approach [60].

Disengagement Attributes

Disengagement attributes refer to factors that can make a user stop using the application
or get the user to lose their interest in the application. Some of the factors are quite

2StackOverflow is a privately held website,and serves as a platform for users to ask and answer ques-
tions [11].
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self-explaining, such as negative affect or interruptions. Interruptions for a user can be
for instance if the application loads very slowly.

Disengagement can be associated with negative feelings, or with positive emotion. The
latter one might at first seem counterintuitive. However, as the user gets a feeling of
success and accomplishment, disengagement will supersede. For instance, ponder a
puzzle game application where the user has solved all levels. The user will most likely
feel satisfied and finished with the application due to the lack of challenge. As for
negative emotions, these can, for example, include overwhelming challenge, loss of
interest or motivation, uncertainty, frustration and lack of novelty or challenge.

2.2.2 Usability

Usability is an essential factor to a successful HCI design and a lack of usability can
be a cause of disengagement. The official ISO 9241-11 definition of usability is: “the
extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [5].

Due to the importance of usability, there have been many proposed guidelines to achieve
good usability through the years. However, one guide that many designers use today
despite being defined as early as in 1995, is the 10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface
Design [1] by Jakob Nielsen. They are called “heuristics” because they are broad rules
of thumb rather than specific usability guidelines. Nonetheless, these heuristics provide
designers with good aspects to consider. Below are the the 10 heuristics:

• Visibility of system status
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through
appropriate feedback within reasonable time. In the previous section “2.2.1 Ex-
planation of the Proposed Model of Engagement”, feedback was described and
the example in Figure 2.2 works as a good example in this context as well.

• Match between system and the real world
The meaning of this principle is that the system should use the same language
and concepts that are familiar to the target user group, rather than system-oriented
terms. For example, in a children’s book the author should not use complicated
words, but rather simpler terms that children understand.

• User control and freedom
As users are prone to make mistakes, it is important that they have the ability
to easily leave the unwanted state reached by the mistake. The system should
support undo and redo.
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• Consistency and standards
For a more understandable environment for the user, it is important to have con-
sistency in the system. For example, a header should not change drastically in
appearance if a user is logged in or logged out. Also, elements such as buttons
and data tables should follow the same format across different pages.

• Error prevention
The best way to prevent users from making errors is to prevent them from occur-
ring in the first place. If the user tries to perform a task which deviates from the
intended manner or seems odd, the user can receive for example an error mes-
sage or a confirmation dialog. A common example of this is email-clients which
show warning messages if you try to send an email without content. However,
while error-messages and confirmation dialogs are one way to go, it is even bet-
ter to make a careful design which eliminates as many error-prone conditions as
possible.

• Recognition rather than recall
Minimize the user’s memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible.
The reason for this is that people generally have a limited short-term memory. It
is therefore important that designers ensure that users do not have to remember
information across different parts of the dialogue. The SJ booking page offers this
in Figure 2.2

• Flexibility and efficiency of use
The system should cater to both inexperienced and experienced users. A seasoned
user might, for example, want less interactions for faster navigation. This can
be done in many different ways, for instance by allowing the use of customized
shortcuts.

• Aesthetic and minimalist design
A designer should try to avoid longer information fields and dialogues should not
contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Interfaces should be
cleared of any elements or contents which does not support the goals of the page.
Every piece of unimportant information diminishes the value of the important
information. In Figure 2.3 an example of a web application with bad aesthetics
is shown. This home page is difficult for the user to make sense of since it just
presents a clutter of information.

• Help and documentation
The ideal condition for an application is that it is so easy to understand that no
further documentation is required. However, this is can be difficult to achieve,
and sometimes users need additional information. Furthermore, if additional in-
formation is needed, this should be easily accessible to the user.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a web application with bad visual clarity [3]

2.2.3 Designing to including feelings

One way to increase user engagement can be to create a design which takes the feeling of
the user into account. In current UX design methods that are at least three components
that should be achieved: efficacy, efficiency, and satisfaction. Often, the focus lies on
ensuring that efficacy and efficiency are accomplished, and thereafter the satisfaction is
evaluated at the end of the processes.

Eva de Lera claims in her article [38] that current human-computer interaction does not
contemplate the importance of the emotional dimension in the design process, and it is
key to reach a fuller and more impactful user satisfaction and engagement.

In her paper, she is presenting a new approach, ECD (Emotion-Centered-Design), in
which the key to successful interaction design is brought about by placing emotions at
the center of the design process, versus doing so at the end [38]. In the paper, it is
stated that the current HCI design and UCD (User-centered design) model are lacking
to consider how the user is feeling. Depending on how the user is feeling the users goal
with the application can be changed. One example is a map application. If the user is
in a hurry the user’s goal is to find the shortest way to the destination, but if the user is
in a calm mood the goal can be to find a road to the destination that is beautiful. The
conclusion is that by implementing ECD a more correct interaction with the user can
be done. One way to implement ECD could be by offering users the option to choose
the way they feel and in the future, this could be done through existing technologies, for
instance, sensors.
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2.2.4 Designing for Fun

Another method to design for user engagement is to make the user experience more fun.
Ben Shneiderman, a famous American computer scientist, has made an article about
the subject [33]. In the article, he addresses three goals for designers to reach user
engagement in an application, which he is calling fun-in-doing: (1) provide the right
functions so that users can accomplish their goals, (2) offer usability plus reliability to
prevent frustration from undermining the fun, and (3) engage users with fun-features.
For the first goal, there is moderate guidance that discusses task-suitable functionality
and processes to envision new user goals. One way to achieve this goal can be by a well-
built survey for the target group that will use the application which gives an idea of what
features that are desirable to have. For the second goal, there is plenty of guidelines to
follow, for example, the 10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design which has
been explained in the previous section 2.2.1.

For the third goal, the author describes five fun-features attributes to make an application
more enjoyable for the user, see Figure 2.4. These five fun-features attributes are often
added as a compliment when the functionality and usability have been accommodated
in the design. The purpose of these additional attributes is to give the user delectation
of the experience with the application. For example, adding a cheers roar when the user
completes a task can make the experience of the application more unexpected and more
entertaining for the user.

These five attributes can be found in other designers guidelines to increase user en-
gagement but with other denominations of the attributes. In the article “Designing for
User Engagement: Aesthetic and Attractive User Interfaces [67]” these five attributes
are within the author’s guidelines. But in the article, the guidelines to achieve fun for
the user are more expanded and detailed.
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Fun-in-doing

Fun-in-not-doing

Task-suitable
functionality

Usability & reliability

Fun-features
Appealing
animations

Alluring
metaphors

Compelling
content

Attractive
graphics

Satisfying  
sound

Figure 2.4: An illustration of attributes that can be added to make an application more
fun for the user [33]

2.2.5 Gamification

Gamification is a term for incorporating video-game elements in non-gaming applica-
tions and is typically done with the intention of increasing user experience and user
engagement [21]. The concept of including video-game elements to create enjoyable
interfaces has been around for a while and reaches back to the early 1980s [61]. How-
ever, it has gained a lot more attention in recent times and today you can find influences
from games in a plethora of different types of applications [48]. Gamification is applied
to everything from applications for health to finance.

Techniques in gamification aim to spark people’s natural desires for example competi-
tion, achievement, socializing, status and mastery [60]. Common video-game elements
include leader-boards, challenges, achievements, badges, and points etc [48]. However,
these elements only cover the shallow part of gamification and to only include them
is generally not enough in order to create a good gamified experience. In a presenta-
tion by Sebastian Deterding, he mentions three ”ingredients” that he think is lacking in
current debates and implementations [60]. These ingredients are meaning, mastery and
autonomy, and will be further described below.

• Meaning
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There are mainly two ways to conjure a sense of meaning in an application for a
user. Either it needs to connect to something which the user already finds mean-
ingful or it needs to be wrapped in a story which makes itself meaningful. An
example of adding meaning to an application is the Zombies, Run! game which
was mentioned in the Related Work section. At its core, the game is basically like
any application for running which tracks your routes. However, by wrapping it in
a story it manages to add a sense of meaning which in turn attract users.

• Mastery
Mastery is a core component in making any gamified application fun and en-
gaging. Mastery adds a feeling of being competent and a sense of achievement.
However, a common misconception is that the elements that make games fun are
limited to rewards, which mainly consist of points, badges, and levels. Gamified
applications should aim to be intrinsically rewarding rather than extrinsically. The
sense of fun we get from games comes from the feeling that we can use what we
have learned to master some challenge. Therefore, rather than just rewarding the
user, to create a good sense of mastery an application should provide interesting
challenges and goals that are clear and varied.

To create interesting challenges two things are required, goals and rules. So first
off, the user should be presented with clear goals that are easy to find. It should be
easy for the user to know what to strive for next. Secondly, rules need to be applied
as to how that goal should be reached. For example, imagine soccer without rules,
the goal of the game is to get the ball into the goal. But without rules, you could
just pick up the ball and walk it into the goal. To keep it interesting, games
therefore need rules. The application should also have a structured flow of goals
which combines long-term goals with short-term. There should always be a goal
just within reach.

• Autonomy
The freedom of being able to explore and play is an important notion when de-
signing gamification. What differentiates work from play is basically that work
is something we usually feel forced to do, while in order to experience play it is
something we need to do voluntarily. When designing developers should, there-
fore, avoid using things which might hinder autonomy. For example, extrinsic
rewards can pose some danger to the autonomy of the application. The rewards
might reduce the value of the activity performed and users can feel controlled by
them. Other things to consider to avoid curbing autonomy is for example that the
in-game activities should not have any real-world consequences and that system
feedback should feel informative rather than be controlling.

Since these ingredients are closely related to our basic psychological needs it is sensible
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that they would have a strong influence in creating a good gamified experience [52]. In
the book Experience Design by Marc Hassenzahl, a top-ten list of the most important
psychological needs for a satisfying event is presented [52]. This list includes, among
others, the following:

• Autonomy - Independence
“Feeling like you are the cause of your own actions rather than feeling that exter-
nal forces or pressure are the cause of your action.”

As the name may suggest, the need for autonomy in a good gamified experi-
ence is directly rooted in the psychological need for autonomy. Autonomy was
also reported as one of the most noticeable needs when measuring positive life
events [52].

• Competence - Effectance
“Feeling that you are very capable and effective in your actions rather than feeling
incompetent or ineffective.”

The need for competence links together with the mastery part of gamification. The
users need to feel that they are completing difficult tasks and projects or mastering
hard challenges. As with autonomy, competence was also reported as one of the
most noticeable needs for positive life events.

• Self-actualizing - Meaning
“Feeling that you are developing your best potentials and making life meaningful
rather than feeling stagnant and that life does not have much meaning”

This need relates to the need for meaning within gamification. Without a sense
of meaning in the application, the user will most likely lose motivation. The user
needs to feel that they are doing something in their interest, whether it be saving
the world (as possible in a gamified application wrapped in a story) or doing
something which develops their interests in other ways.
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Methodologies

This chapter describes which data acquisition and development methods that have been
used in this project. It also describes which tools and technologies that have been used
to develop the application prototype.

3.1 Data Acquisition Methods

Data needed to be acquired in order to get a better view of the problem and to better
understand how the application should be designed. As an initial step, a physiotherapist
working with occupational health was interviewed, see Appendix A. The purpose of the
interview was to gather knowledge about negative health effects caused by sedentary
behavior, why it is hard to motivate people to be more active, recommended office
exercises and if they use any applications to promote increased physical activity.

To get a better view of the current activity levels at the Betsson office and to gather
information surrounding what motivates them, a survey was issued to the employees.
The questions were partly formed according to the information received from the inter-
view with the physiotherapist. Additionally, further background data was collected by
conducting informal interviews with several employees at Betsson. This was necessary
to get more specific information about what different kind of features the was desirable
for the application among the employees.
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3.1.1 Physiotherapist Interview

As an initial step, a physiotherapist working with occupational health was interviewed,
see Appendix A. The interviewee has been working in the field for 34 years and has
a great deal of expertise within preventive rehabilitation and work environment. The
interview consisted mainly of 8 questions and took about 40 minutes. The purpose
of the interview was to learn more about recommended exercises for people who sit
for long periods of time, difficulties when trying to motivate people to be more active
during work and if they know about or use any applications for the purpose of promoting
exercise.

3.1.2 Survey

In this project a survey was issued among employees at the Betsson office in Stockholm,
see Appendix C. The survey was sent out via Slack 1 to 93 employees, and 20 employees
answered it. The survey consisted of 9 questions which were partly formed according
to the information gathered in the interview with the physiotherapist. The purpose of
the survey was to find underlying causes for sedentary behavior, general thoughts about
health and exercise (especially in the office) and if they currently are taking any initia-
tives to break the sedentary behavior. Due to privacy concerns, demographic data such
as age and gender were not included in the survey.

3.1.3 Participatory Observations

Traditionally within user experience when observing people doing tasks, the researcher
asks questions and takes notes but does not get involved in the activities themselves [32].
A commonly practiced method within anthropology and sociology is participatory ob-
servations [32]. In this method the researcher join a group as a participating member
rather than being an outside observer. This gives a first-hand perspective of the groups
activities and lets the researcher experience events like the group members do. A lot
of time has been spent at the Betsson office in Stockholm during this project. During
this time, participatory observations have been made as a complement to the other data
acquisition methods. The purpose of these observations was to obtain a richer under-
standing of the work environment and how to motivate the employees.

1Slack is a cloud-based set of team collaboration tools and services. It offers IRC-like features such
as chat-rooms organized by topics, private messaging and private groups. [19]
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3.1.4 Visioning

Visioning [64] is a technique used to help a group of stakeholders in developing a shared
vision of what the future will be like when the project has been completed. The visions
can consist of keywords or drawn pictures which depict what the future will be like from
the perspectives of the different stakeholders. The visions are generally high-level and
do not contain specific implementation or design details. However, they should not be
ambiguous and ought to help eliciting requirements.

3.1.5 State of the Art Analysis

Existing applications were analyzed to get a view of what has been done in the domain
of applications used to motivate exercise. A few applications were selected from the
health and fitness category in Google Play. These were foremost chosen according to
their rating and reviews. However, a question in the survey was if they had used any
applications for exercise that they fancied. The answers to this question also influenced
the selection of applications examined. These applications were downloaded and tested
in order to understand why they are so popular and to get inspiration from their features.
Aspects such as aesthetics, usability, challenge, and feedback were also considered.

3.2 Development Methodology

The development phase of this project has been carried out using an agile approach.
Agile methods are a response to traditional software development which was based on
non-changing requirements [44]. These methods are rooted in the four core principles
outlined in the agile manifesto [10] which can be seen below.

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and help-
ing others do it. Through this work we have come to value

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.

• Working software over comprehensive documentation.

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.

• Responding to change over following a plan.

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on
the left more.
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This basically means that agile practices advocate to encourage changes in requirements
rather than discouraging it, and prioritizing working software and people as opposed to
documentation and processes. Agile development is therefore especially suitable for
projects where requirements are subject to change and there is an uncertainty about
what is the best solution.

Development within agile approaches are also done iteratively combined with feature
planning and dynamic prioritization [44]. Feature planning refers to the activity of
planning which features that are to be implemented and dynamic prioritization means
that a customer can reprioritize which features that are to be implemented within the
next cycle at the end of each iteration.

3.2.1 Scrum

Scrum [50] is an agile based methodology which takes a highly iterative approach.
Scrum teams work in iterations which are one to four weeks long. The teams work
according to a backlog which contains a list of features and technical tasks that are to be
implemented. These list-items are usually named user stories. At the end of each sprint,
the items in the backlog are reviewed so that it contains the appropriate items and that
the items are prioritized in the desired manner. In this project, Scrum was used as the
development method. The work was carried out in a total of 9 sprints where each was 2
weeks long.

3.3 Development Tools and Technologies

3.3.1 Angular 5

JavaScript (JS) is the most popular programming language for the browser [34]. Al-
though it is possible to use pure JavaScript when creating web applications it is often
avoided by using a JavaScript Framework (JSF). Using a JSF helps to abstract com-
plex and long operations, ensure cross-browser compatibility and speed up software
development [34]. However, choosing a JSF can be a tedious task. There are loads of
different JSF available today and more continue to appear at a frequent rate. In a study
where four front-end developers were asked to give their view on what was important
when choosing a JSF, three main criteria were mentioned: adequacy of the documenta-
tion, community participation and the pragmatics of a JSF [34]. Other criteria that were
mentioned were the frequency of updates and the maturity of the framework. Having
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these criteria in mind, Angular 5 [2] was chosen for this project to develop the prototype.

Angular 5 is a TypeScript-based open-source front-end web development platform,
mainly maintained by Google. The main idea behind Angular is to simplify the pro-
cess of developing applications for the web by presenting a higher level of abstraction
to the developer. Below follows some key points as to why Angular 5 was chosen for
this project.

• Maintainability
Angular was first released in 2010 and have therefore been around for a while.
It is maintained by Google which has pledged to twice-a-year upgrades. It is,
therefore, a framework which unlikely will disappear or become undeveloped in a
near future. Google also offers good support and documentation around Angular.

• Facilitates future work
One agreement with the cooperation with Betsson was that the Betsson employees
should be able to easily continue the work with the application in the future. At
the front-end department at Betsson most of the employees work with Angular 5,
so by the decision to work with Angular 5, the employees should be comfortable
to continue developing the application.

• Angular Community
Apart from what Google themselves offers, Angular also has a large community
around it. According to the 2017 StackOverflow Developer Survey, Angular is
second most commonly used tool after Node.js in the category Frameworks, Li-
braries, and Other Technologies [4].

3.3.2 Firebase

Firebase [24] is a backend- and cloud service provider maintained by Google and is
based in San Fransisco, California. They provide a number of different services and
products to help developers build web and mobile applications. Their main product is
their real-time database which allows users to store and sync data between devices in
real-time using a cloud-hosted NoSQL database. NoSQL database [62] is an abbrevia-
tion for “non SQL” or “non relational” database. The main difference between NoSQL
database and a SQL database is that in a SQL database all data has an inherent struc-
ture. One common structure for a SQL database is to use a schema which is a formal
definition of how data inserted into the database will be composed [62]. In a NoSQL
database, data can be stored in a schema-less or free-form fashion. In a general sense,
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a NoSQL database can provide better flexibility and performance compared to a SQL
database [53, 55]

There were several reasons behind the choice of using a NoSQL database instead of a
SQL database for this project, the most significant being the flexibility that a NoSQL
database offers. Due to the uncertainty surrounding how and what data needed to be
stored in the database at the beginning of the project it was important that the database
easily could be restructured to fit the new demands. Another reason was that speed and
simplicity of access to data were prioritized over reliable transactions or consistency of
the data. For these reasons, the choice of a NoSQL database was to prefer.

Apart from the real-time database Firebase also provide services such as authentication,
cloud storage and the ability to modify the backend with your own custom backend
code. In this project, three services are used from Firebase. These services are authen-
tication, real-time database and hosting.

1. Real-time Database
The real-time database is, as mentioned earlier, a database which allows users to
store and sync data between devices in real-time. The data is stored in JSON [9]
(JavaScript Object Notation) format and synchronized in real-time with all con-
nected clients [27]. JSON is a lightweight format that is used for data interchang-
ing. It was designed to be as simple as possible to facilitate the work of pro-
grammers and it uses a text-based format which is completely language indepen-
dent [69]. JSON also work seamlessly in conjunction with JavaScript [69], which
further motivated the use of the Real-time database provided by Firebase since the
JavaScript framework Angular 5 was used in this project. Any JavaScript object
can be converted into JSON and vice versa without any complicated parsing and
translations [69].

2. Authentication
As in the majority of applications, the identity of the user needed to be known in
the application developed in this project. Knowing the identity of a user allows for
more securely stored data and a personalized experience. Firebase Authentication
provides a ready-made library to authenticate users in an application. Authenti-
cation can be made with for example email and password or via authentication
providers such as Facebook and Google [25].

3. Hosting
Hosting is a service provided by Firebase used by developers to host web con-
tent. When hosting via Firebase the project is given a subdomain on the fire-
baseapp.com domain [26]. The hosting service was used in this project in order
to test the application among employees at Betsson.
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Application Design

In this chapter the application design and ideation phase is going to be described, which
methods were used in the processes and which data collection that was necessary.

4.1 Understanding the Problem

4.1.1 Data Consolidation

The initial step in the design and ideation step was to examine and evaluate the data
gathered from the data acquisition methods. The methods that were used in this project
are described in further detail in the Data Acquisition section of Chapter 4. Below
follows the key information that was gathered from the different activities.

Interview with Physiotherapist

The purpose of the interview found in Appendix A was to learn more about which
type of exercises that are recommended, difficulties when trying to motivate people
and if they know about or use any application for the purpose of promoting exercise.
When it came to motivating people it was said that it is not that difficult at the moment,
but rather in the long run. Moreover, people who already are active in their leisure-
time are more likely to embrace the idea of being active during work hours. Regarding
applications, they do not use any for the purpose of promoting exercise themselves but
have seen some being used in workplaces, for example, StandApp. However, none of
the applications were able to motivate exercise in the long run. As for exercises, it was
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highly recommended with exercises that are the opposite of what you have been doing.
In other words, for sitting that would be for example be exercising which comprises
shoulder/neck rotations. But even though some exercises might be better than others, it
is not what is most important. As quoted from the interview (translated from Swedish):
“Some exercises are better than others, but it is the exercise that happens that is the best.
The most important part is to take breaks during prolonged sitting”.

Survey

In the interview, it was learned that motivating people, in the long run, was one of the
main difficulties when trying to increase physical activity levels among people. It was
also learned that currently existing applications commonly fail due to being boring. To
find a general idea of people’s attitude towards exercising in offices, what motivates
people and reasons behind the sedentary behavior, a survey found in Appendix B, was
issued among the employees at Betsson. By knowing more about the underlying causes
of sedentary behavior and to get a view of what they might enjoy, it is easier to build an
application that will engage them.

An important question found in the survey was ”If you feel that you have low physical
activity at the office, what is the reason?”. Common answers to this question included
being too lazy, having too little time, not knowing any good exercises and that it feels
a bit odd to exercise in the office. Another important question was ”Which factors
could motivate you to exercise more?”. While being a bit speculative, it could still
help with providing a view of what they enjoy. In this question, 80% answered that
improving health would be a motivating factor for them. Other common answers were
”Competition against myself” (42%) and ”Exercise with someone else” (32%). The
answer ”to get a good body shape” was also mentioned in free-text answers.

Participatory Observations

Apart from the interview and survey, information has been gathered while participating
in different events at the Betsson office. Below follows the information that has been
obtained through participatory observations

An example of an event that created a lot of enthusiasm around the office was a betting
challenge that was held. In this challenge, every employee was granted 10 euro on
their account on the Betsson’s online gambling portal. The person who managed to
accumulate the most money from gambling in a week won the challenge. Prizes were
then rewarded to the employees placing first, second and third. The excitement around
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this challenge further supported the fact that challenges and competition is something
which can motivate people in the office.

Another event which was held in the office was a plank 1 challenge. In this challenge,
everyone in the office met a couple of times per week and did the plank. Each time
they met the time to stand in the plank increased by 10 seconds. In the beginning, this
challenge was appreciated and well received by many. However, the excitement around
the challenge quickly diminished since many found it monotone and some thought it
did not really contribute to anything. Nonetheless, what people did enjoy about the
challenge was mainly the social aspect of it. Even though most people find it weird to
exercise in the office, this challenge felt acceptable to do since many were participating
in it.

Informal interviews were also held in the office where it mainly was asked what they
like to see in exercise type of applications. The characteristics that were mentioned the
most were that the application should be easy to use and that it should not require too
much user input.

Visioning

In order to initiate the creative process of coming up with a solution to the problem,
a visioning session was held based on the information gathered from our survey and
interview. In the session, which included both end-users and stakeholders, the data that
was gathered was presented and discussed. The session resulted in several different
ideas which contributed to what features the application should have in the future.

4.2 Design Research

4.2.1 State of the Art Analysis

As the application was to be centered around exercise in office, applications concen-
trated around exercising in homes were analyzed. Mainly two applications were ana-
lyzed, Home Workout [8] and Six Pack in 30 days [17]. These were analyzed in the
aspect of how the different exercises were displayed in a manner which makes them
easy to follow. It was found that the explanations were mostly centered around an im-
age showing how the exercise is done. However, explanations with additional details

1Plank is an exercise where you stand in a push-up-like position, with the body’s weight borne on
forearms, elbows, and toes
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regarding the exercise were generally also available by pressing an icon. The steppers
showing which exercise in a sequence the user currently is in was also examined to get
inspiration on how this could be made.

Since ideas formed in the visioning phase included sending challenges to each other,
Quizkampen [16] was analyzed. Quizkampen is an application where you challenge
other users to a quiz. The user who answered the most questions correct win. This
application was analyzed in respect to how the flow of challenges worked. This included
how it looks like when a user gets an incoming challenge, how a user can initiate a new
challenge and how it looks like when a user has sent a challenge.

Similar attributes found in all applications analyzed were that they have a simple user
interface, clean design, and quick start-ups. Another important aspect was that neither
of them required much input from the user.

4.3 Application Ideation

Derived from the information, a concept for an application was envisioned. The aspect
of challenge is something that has been recurrently appearing in the research that was
conducted, whether it be a challenge against oneself or others. The social aspect is also
something that appeals to many. Accordingly, in order to cater to as many as possi-
ble, the idea formed was that users should be able to both challenge others, challenge
themselves and complete challenges together. The challenges should consist of different
exercises which can be completed in the office. As disclosed in the interview with the
physiotherapist, the challenges should preferably be comprised of exercises which are
exerted as the opposite of what you have been doing. Considering that many in the sur-
vey also answered that time constraints was an underlying cause of sedentary behavior,
the challenges also need to be simple and short.

In order to increase user engagement further, the idea was also to include gamification
elements. These elements include points, achievements, streaks, and challenges. When
a user completes a challenge, points will be rewarded to that user. Depending on the
type of challenge different amount of points will be rewarded. The user will have a
goal as to how many points that should be collected each week in order to reach a set
minimum amount of exercise needed per week. This will give the user a better view of
how much exercise that actually is needed during the week.

A streak is a concept where you get a number or other indication reflecting how many
consecutive days you have completed an action. If you fail to complete the action some
day, you lose the streak. While these streaks generally do not pose any real value, they
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do use a psychological trick, namely that people are loss averse. Generally speaking,
people hate losses and by incorporating streaks you can take advantage of the loss aver-
sion to nudge2 users towards increased use of the application. However, in some cases,
streaks could also induce disengagement. Losing a streak could cause for example frus-
tration or loss of motivation for the users that value the streaks. Nevertheless, as streaks
are not intended as the main goal of the application and only act as an extra feature from
which users can earn achievements, the pros can outweigh the cons.

Achievements have become a common meta-game feature in recent times [47]. In a
paper by Juho Hamari and Veikko Eranti it is described as “an optional challenge pro-
vided by a meta-game that is independent of a single game session and yields possible
reward(s)” [47]. Basically, users can complete achievement as they perform different
actions within the game. Achievements typically consist of three components, a name,
a visual and a description. The name is a unique identifier for each achievement and
commonly connects to the style of the game. The name is also often somewhat con-
nected to the completion logic of the achievement. The visual component is typically a
badge or icon which adds emphasis to the achievement, and can be even more signifi-
cant than the name [47]. The icon reflects the theme of the achievement and is generally
greyed-out or hidden until the achievement is completed. The description defines what
the user needs to do in order to complete the achievement.

4.4 Creating Backlog

Once the idea was the application was defined, user stories were composed. These
user stories described different features that the end-user should be able to perform
in the system. They were then collected in Jira 3 where they could be organized and
prioritized. This then served as the Backlog which could be worked on accordingly in
the implementation phase.

2to push slightly or gently, especially with the elbow, to get someone’s attention, prod someone into
action, etc.

3Jira is a software development tool used by agile teams. It was developed by Atlassian and offers
project management, issue tracking and bug tracking functions [12].
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Application Implementation

In Figure 2.1 in the Background section a proposed model for user engagement was
presented. In Figure 5.1 the model has been adapted in context of the application de-
veloped in this project. In the following section, the result of the development phase is
presented and how the features of the application relate to the adapted model.
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the adapted model of user engagement in the context of
the prototype developed in this project
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5.1 Application Concept

The general points in the Point of Engagement Examples permeate the page as a whole.
The novelty example denotes that the application is a new concept. No similar appli-
cation as the one developed was found in the research conducted in this project. By
introducing something new, this may spark peoples curiosity and awaken an interest.

The interest and motivation parts mainly aim towards the health benefits that this ap-
plication can lead to. This is something which has been labeled as important by most
at Betsson. 80% of people answered in the survey that improved health was something
that could motivate them to exercise more. Since all the main features contain physical
activity which aims to increase health, this will hopefully entice the user to start using
the application.

The goal of the user can also be to gain knowledge about what that can be done for
improved health during their work days or simply to have a social interaction. These
goals can themselves impel motivation for the user to start using the application.

5.2 System Architecture

The system is comprised of two main components, a front-end part built in Angular 5
and Firebase as the back-end. As the system is a web application the client side runs
in a web browser and will therefore work on any platform. The front-end is built to
be responsive and work on most screen sizes. The different views of the front-end are
described further in the section Application Structure.

To synchronize application data across clients, the real-time database service from Fire-
base is used. Rather than an approach where you query for data, Firebase has a publish-
subscribe approach. In this approach, the client subscribes to the data-fields which it has
interest in. When data is sent to, or deleted or updated in the database, these changes
will be emitted to all instances of the application subscribing to those fields. This way,
data will be synchronized across all clients. An image illustrating this can be seen in
Figure 5.2. As can be seen in the image, the communication with the database is han-
dled via WebSockets. WebSocket are long lived TCP connections between a client and
a server which allows for bi-directional communication [18]. While this is abstracted
away in a client side library for Angular, this is what happens under the hood.

The flow of challenges can be used as an example in terms of the application developed
in this project. As explained in the Application Ideation section, the idea was that users
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should be able to send challenges to each other. Therefore, each user has, among others,
an ”incoming challenges” field in the database which other users can send challenges
to. By subscribing to this field, the user will receive updates right away as they receive
a new challenge. Apart from this, the user also has an ”inbox” field for feedback and
different fields for scores and streaks etc.

WebSocket

WebSocket WebSocket WebSocket

WebSocket

Figure 5.2: System Architecture
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5.3 Application Structure

In the following sections, the different views of the application will be explained in
the context of how they work, the reason they are included and how they relate to the
model of user engagement. The disengagement attributes in the model will be further
discussed in the Possible Disengagement Attributes section.

5.3.1 Start Page

The start page is the first view that the user is shown when starting the application,
see Figure 5.3. The user is presented with an uncluttered page where he/she has the
possibility to log in or register, press the menu or the ”Get Started” button. From the
items in the menu, a user who is not logged in has the ability to read about the different
features available in the application and if interested, the user can also read about the
importance of increased activity levels in ”Health Information”.

Once logged in, the user can reach all the different features available in the application
from the menu tab, see Figure 5.4. Pressing the ”Get Started” button will simply scroll
down on the page and reveal links to the main features of the application, see Figure 5.5.

Connection to the model of engagement
The main focus in terms of user engagement in this page mainly acts as point and period
of engagement features where pleasing aesthetics and simplicity were prioritized. This
in order to entice the user to continue exploring the application.
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Figure 5.3: Start page when not logged in

Figure 5.4: Start page when logged in
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Figure 5.5: Start page after ”Get Started” is clicked

5.3.2 Log in and Register

The identity of the user needed to be known in order to create a personalized experience.
For this purpose, a register and log in page were created. These views can be seen in
Figure 5.6. The user has the possibility to register with an email and password which
then is used to log in to the application.

Connection to the model of engagement The main focus of these pages was to give a
hassle-free experience by giving feedback to invalid inputs and keeping the amount of
information needed to a minimum.
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(a) Login view
(b) Registration view

Figure 5.6: Login and Registration view

5.3.3 Daily Challenge

Daily Challenge is a feature in which the user can complete one challenge a day. There
are two types of challenges, timer challenges, and sequence challenges. These can, for
example, consist of a sequence of exercises that can be completed in the office or that
the user should take a 15-minute walk.

In a challenge consisting of a sequence of exercises, the user is first presented with a
preview of which exercises that will appear, see Figure 5.7a. Once the ”Go!” button is
clicked the first exercise in the sequence is presented. In this view, two images depicting
the exercise is shown, see Figure 5.7b. Below the images is the name of the exercise,
number of sets to be done and an information button which, when pressed, describes
further how the exercise should be done. The user can choose to either complete an
exercise by pressing the blue check-mark button or skip an exercise by pressing the
skip button. The encircled numbers at the bottom of the view display where in the se-
quence the user currently is. When the user completes or skips past the last exercise, the
challenge is completed. The user is then given feedback showing his/her current daily
challenge streak and how many in total he/she has completed.
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(a) Sequence Preview (b) Sequence Started

Figure 5.7: Daily Challenge Sequence Example

In timer type of challenges the user is presented with a timer depicted as a progress
circle, see Figure 5.8. Above the circle, the name of the exercise and the time it takes
to complete it is shown. The timer can be started and stopped. Once the progress circle
is filled the challenge is completed and as in the sequence challenge, feedback is pre-
sented displaying his/her current daily challenge streak and how many in total he/she
has completed.

As ”Competition against myself” was a common answer in the survey and many wanted
the possibility to complete challenges themselves, Daily Challenge was implemented as
a way to cater to those. Many also gave ”Do not know any good exercises” as an an-
swer to why they do not exercise in the office. Daily Challenge strives to handle this
by presenting the user with simple and visually guided exercises which are designed to
specifically benefit people who sit for long periods of time.
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Figure 5.8: Daily Challenge Timer Example

Connection to the model of engagement
This feature is beneficial for users that have an interest to learn more about exercising
in offices. Through clear and simple instructions the user gains knowledge about how
to perform different exercises.

However, completing a challenge a day could become monotone after a while. In order
to introduce variety, the daily challenge is selected at random from a pool of available
challenges. This way the user will both be introduced to an element of surprise and it
will reduce the risk of doing the same thing every day, which hopefully prevents the fea-
ture from being perceived as monotonous. The variety of exercises is also advantageous
from a health point of view.

5.3.4 Challenge a Friend

Challenge a Friend is a feature where users can compete against other users in different
challenges that can be completed in the office.

In the first view of Challenge a Friend, the user can see a list of incoming challenges,
active challenges, and challenges which the users currently is waiting for a reply on, see
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Figure 5.9a. Incoming challenges are challenges that have been sent by other users to
the current user. These can be either accepted or declined. When accepted it becomes
an active challenge and when declined it is simply removed. When an active challenge
is pressed the user is taken to a view displaying information surrounding the challenge
as to where, when and how it should be completed, see Figure 5.9b. When the user has
completed the challenge, he/she needs to set the win condition. In a challenge such as
”Push-up Challenge” or ”Plank Challenge” the user is intended to write the number of
reps or seconds respectively that the user did. In challenges such as ”Foosball Chal-
lenge” the users simply set won or lost after completing the challenge. The winner is
then designated depending on the submitted results from the users.

(a) Challenge a Friend overview (b) Challenge a Friend active challenge example

Figure 5.9: Challenge a Friend Table Tennis example

To initiate a new challenge, the user presses the ”Start New Challenge” button in the
view at Figure 5.9a. The user then selects a challenge from the list of available chal-
lenges which then forwards the user to a view where the user can specify which user
the challenge should be sent to, see Figure 5.10. The user can also set where and when
the challenge should take place if it is a challenge where they need to meet, such as
Foosball. Once details are set, the user can press ”Send Challenge” which then sends
the challenge to the specified user.
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(a) List of available challenges (b) Send challenge view

Figure 5.10: Start new challenge versus friend example

From the participatory observations, it was disclosed that the people at Betsson enjoy
competition. From the survey, it was also learned that the social aspect is an important
part. Challenge a Friend aims to act as a response to these aspects.

Connection to the model of engagement
The feature encourages users to compete in various challenges against each other. This
does first of all aim to give the user a positive affect in the form of social exchange.
Secondly it provides a sense of challenge in forms of competition. As the user can
choose which challenge to play, it also gives a sense of control over the application.
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5.3.5 Challenge with a Friend

Challenge with a Friend is a feature where users can challenge other users to complete
different challenges together. Some challenges can be completed in the office while
others take place outside of it.

The views follow the same pattern as in Challenge a Friend. However, there is a slight
deviation when pressing an active challenge. Instead of choosing won or lost as in Chal-
lenge a Friend, the user can select either completed or skipped Figure 5.11b. A skipped
challenge will give no points whereas a completed one will reward points. Also, the
list of available challenges is different from the ones available in challenge a friend, see
Figure 5.11a.

(a) List of available challenges (b) Challenge with friend active

Figure 5.11: Challenge with friend views

As with Challenge a Friend, Challenge with a Friend also aim to take the social aspect
into account. However, as ”Exercise with someone else” was a common answer to what
could motivate them to exercise more in the survey, Challenge with a Friend focuses
on that rather than the prospect of competition. The Challenge with a Friend feature
also includes challenges which can be completed outside of the office. This might seem
peculiar since the main focus of the application is promoting physical activity in the
office. However, it was common to find in the office at Betsson that people do not
exercise that much in their leisure time either. Reasons for this was for example that
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they had not found any type of exercise they enjoyed or that they would prefer starting
together with someone. As disclosed in the interview, people who exercise in their
leisure time are more susceptible towards physical activity in the office. Therefore,
leisure time activities were added with the aspiration of helping the users finding new
forms of training or someone to start training with.

Connection to the model of engagement
This feature is similar to Challenge a Friend. Both features encourage the user to meet
other users which gives a positive affect in the social perspective. As in Challenge a
Friend, this feature also gives the user freedom to choose which challenge to play, and
therefore gives a sense of control over the application.

5.3.6 Statistics

In the statistics page the user can see their current streaks, points and status on achieve-
ments and their weekly goal, see Figure 5.12. The achievements that are green have
been completed while the gray ones are yet to be finished. Each achievement has a
custom icon, a unique name and a description which tells the user how to complete the
challenge. The weekly goal is presented as a progress circle on the right-hand side of
the achievements. Once the circle is filled, the user has reached their weekly minimum
amount of physical activity.

As discussed in the gamification section in the Background, mastery is a core component
in making a gamified application fun and engaging. The goal of the statistics page is
to add a dimension to the mastery component of the application. The gamification
attributes of the application will be described further in the section below.

Connection to the model of engagement
This feature is the most important in the aspect of giving the user feedback on the
progress made by the user. By observing the progress that has been made the user is
given a sense of positive affect in form of accomplishment, success and satisfaction.
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Figure 5.12: Statistics view

5.4 Gamification

In the gamification section in Background, three main ingredients for a good gamified
experience was presented. In this section, it is described what that has been implemented
in the application in order to incorporate these ingredients.

• Meaning
Meaning can be conjured by connecting to something the users already find mean-
ingful or by wrapping it in a story. In this application, the aspiration is to connect
to something the users find meaningful, namely Health. This is something most at
Betsson find important. About 80% answered in the survey that ”Improve health”
was a factor which could motivate them to exercise more. The social part of the
application also plays a role to conjure a sense of meaning.

• Mastery
To create a sense of mastery an application should provide interesting challenges
and goals that are clear and varied. In this application, the sense of mastery is
conjured from achievements and the weekly goal. The achievements are designed
to provide varying challenges for the user. These challenges are for example to
complete a daily challenge, earn a certain amount of points or complete 10 differ-
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ent challenges together with or versus a friend. A complete list of the currently
implemented achievements can be seen in Figure 5.12. The weekly goal act as
a short-term goal compared to the achievements. This is a goal which gives the
users something to strive towards each week and something that gives more mean-
ing to each completed challenge. By combining the weekly goal with the achieve-
ments, a structured flow of goals is created where the user always has something
to aim for.

• Autonomy
To create a gamified experience which feels more like play than work, developers
need to avoid things that can hinder autonomy. Extrinsic rewards were mentioned
as something which could curb autonomy. However, if designed as something
which feels informative rather than controlling, this can be avoided. The in-game
activities should also not have any real-world consequences. These matters have
been considered while implementing the point and achievement system of the ap-
plication. For example, rather than rewarding points for the sake of it, these act
as feedback in conjunction with the weekly goal. The weekly goal provides a
measure of how much physical activity the user needs per week. Also, instead
of having goals which only consist of increasing points limits, these have been
designed to add variation.

By having variation in which goals the user can pursue, the user is also allowed
to play around and explore the application. All features hold value and the users
can themselves decide how they want to use the application.

5.5 Usability Considerations

In the background section Usability, the 10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface De-
sign by Jakob Nielsen was described. In the aspect of usability, these heuristics was
in consideration through the implementation of the application. Examples of how and
where they are applied are explained below.

• Visibility of system status
Feedback was as explained in the section 2.2.1 Explanation of the Proposed Model
of Engagement an important aspect of good usability. There are several types of
feedback implemented in the application. First off, the statistics page provides
feedback regarding what the user has done in the application and how the user is
progressing.
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Furthermore, all input fields on the page provide feedback if the user types in
something invalid for the specific field. For example, if a user tries to challenge
themselves in Challenge a Friend or if they enter an invalid email address in the
login view. An example of this can be seen in the register view in Figure 5.6b
where the user has entered a wrongly formatted email address.

A feedback system to inform users of updates regarding active challenges is also
implemented. For example, if a user selects that he/she has won a challenge before
the other user has made its selection, a pop-up will appear if the other user selects
lost, see Figure 5.13. The user who selects secondly will receive feedback looking
like Figure 5.14

Figure 5.13: Feedback first user

Figure 5.14: Feedback second user
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• Match between system and the real world
Throughout the application, a clear and comprehensible language has been used.
An impression of the language used in the office was also attained through our par-
ticipatory observations. From this, we could make the conclusion that the jargon
between the colleagues at the office generally has an informal and commonplace
tone. Thereby, the intention has been to use a similar language as the one that has
been observed.

• User control and freedom
An example of this is at the features Challenge a Friend and Challenge With a
friend. When a user has made a choice between “Won” or “Lost”, see Figure
5.9b, the user has the option to undo the choice.

In the same view, Challenge a friend or Challenge with a friend, the user also
has the opportunity to reschedule the default time, date and location for the chal-
lenge at the reschedule button, see Figure 5.10b. This allows the user to redo its
selection of time for example if something unexpected shows up.

• Consistency and standards
During implementation, the aspiration has been to keep a consistent layout through-
out the application. The design for the start page when a user visits the application
and the start page when the user is logged in is similar. The background image
is the same for almost all pages, and the different features follow a resembling
pattern. The application has a set color theme and the different components have
similar styling across the page. By doing this, the application attains a clear layout
and facilitates navigation for the user.

• Error prevention
Error prevention is implemented at several places. One place is in the input fields,
for instance in the input fields in the box for rescheduling a challenge. In the
reschedule box the user can first off see an example of how the input should look
like. The inputs fields “Set Date” and “Set Time” are restricted to only allow
numbers and the special characters ”/” and ”:” in order to prevent error. If the
user enters invalid input to the field, the text color turns red instead of black, see
Figure 5.15. These fields are also limited to contain max 5 characters to prevent
invalid inputs from the user.

Another place is the view where the user can send a challenge to an opponent,
see Figure 5.10b. The send button is disabled and dimmed unless an existing
username which is not their own is entered into the field. This prevents the user
from sending a challenge to a non-existing opponent.
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Figure 5.15: Error prevention

• Recognition rather than recall
At the daily challenge view when it is an exercise sequence challenge it starts
with a preview of which exercises that are going to appear, see Figure 5.7a. This
gives attentiveness to the user of what exercises that is coming in the sequence.
When the user continues the challenge it goes to one exercise at the time but the
view has a clear stepper which shows the user which exercise the user is at and
how many that are remaining, see Figure 5.7b. This facilitates for the user to
remember which step the user currently is at. To highlight which step the user is
at, the current step gets bigger and have a blue circle around it. If a user skips
an exercise the step is colored red, and if a user completes an exercise the step is
colored green. This helps the user to remember how the progress is going in the
exercise sequence.

• Flexibility and efficiency of use
Since the page itself is quite simple, this principle has not been taken into con-
sideration. Measures have been taken to provide easy navigation, but no consid-
erations have been made to provide different abilities between new or seasoned
users.

• Aesthetic and minimalist design
The aspiration has been to keep the information displayed on the page to a min-
imum. Text has in particular been avoided to be displayed. One example is the
start page that only contains an image, a get started button and a short text that
briefly describes the application, see Figure 5.3. Apart from this, each component
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has been added with the consideration that it really is needed and that helps the
user reach the goal of the application.

• Help and documentation
At the previous heuristic “Aesthetic and minimalist design” it was described that
the information displayed on the page was kept to a minimum. One risk of this is
that the user might get too little information and is left confused as to what is going
on. To prevent this, there are several information buttons scattered throughout the
application. In for example Challenge a Friend the rules and description of the
challenge can be displayed by pressing the icon rather than having it directly on
the page all the time, see Figure 5.11b. This gives the user the ability to learn
more while keeping the interface clean.

5.6 Possible Disengagement Attributes

Based on the research conducted a number of possible disengagement attributes have
been identified in the application.

• Lost streak
As explained in the application ideation section, the concept of streaks could in-
duce disengagement. If a user places a lot of value in their streak, it might provoke
frustration if the streak is lost.

• Rescheduling
In the features Challenge a Friend and Challenge with a Friend, the user selects
a time and place as to when the challenge should be done. If the time does not
fit the other user, that user can reschedule and suggest another time. This could
become an endless loop where the users keep trying to find a time which fits
both. Consequently, this could cause the users to lose interest and make them feel
unmotivated.

• Monotone
Even though the effort has been to include variety in the application, it could feel
monotone after a while. People might grow tired of the currently implemented
challenges.

• Lacking Aesthetics
Aesthetics plays an important role in if the user wants to use the application or
not. As this application was built as an MVP, the aesthetics might be lacking
and could, therefore, cause disengagement. An effort has been put into making it
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look good since it is an important factor, but further iterations would be needed to
achieve a satisfactory design.

• Lack of Challenge
The aspiration has been to include challenges which are appropriate for everyone.
However, in for example daily challenge where the difficulty is the same for ev-
eryone, some might see it as too easy and some might see it as too difficult. But
in features such as Challenge a Friend, the difficulty is as hard as the opponent
you choose.

• Positive Affect
Positive affect could also cause disengagement for the user. As a user feel suc-
cess and accomplishment, disengagement can supersede. The achievements in
this application could induce this type of feeling. If a user completes all the avail-
able achievements the user might feel that he/she has completed the goal of the
application and therefore won’t feel motivated to continue using it.

At the moment only 10 achievements are implemented, but additional achieve-
ments could easily be added to prolong the time it takes to complete them. Since
the application contains several different types of features with distinct challenges
and streaks it is also easy to add variation to the achievements.

• Few Users
The Plank challenge described in the Data Consolidation section worked since
many participated in it. A risk with the application could be that it feels odd to
perform the exercises unless many do it. The application would have to become a
part of the culture in the office.
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Evaluation

This chapter covers the evaluation of the resulting application and describes which
methods that were used in the evaluation.

6.1 Method

In order to evaluate the application four interviews were conducted with users at Bets-
son. The users had been testing the final version of the application for four days during
work hours. The prime objective of the interviews was to assess the users’ experience
of the application on factors such as potential, usability, and qualities. The questions
were divided into four different categories: Design, Concept, Motivation, and Others.
Each interview was around 20-30 minutes long and the questions were in a conversa-
tional tone and allowed discussion. Of the participants, three are working as developers
and the fourth is a manager in the front-end department. Two of the interviews were in
Swedish and the other two were in English. The interview consisted of 13 questions and
some of the questions contained sub-questions.

Below are the 13 questions to the participants and to each question a combined summary
of the answers from the participants. See appendix Evaluation Interviews for the full
interviews.
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6.1.1 Interview Results

• Did you experience that the application was easy to use?
All participants were very positive about how easy manageable the application
was. They thought it was easy to navigate around the application and it was ef-
fortless to get started with the features. The main reason the application was man-
ageable was that the design is clean and direct. Only the necessary and important
features were visible which made it easy to get an overview and understand the
pages.

As one participant said “People of all ages could use the application, it is very
simple.”

Three of the participants highlighted the registration as very straightforward.

• Did you appreciate the general appearance/ aesthetics?
The participants generally appreciated the appearance. They thought it was clean,
uncluttered, modern and easy to understand. Some minor fixing was suggested
such as moving the footer a bit down to give more air to the page.

Desires for a more fancy version of the design was expressed. While the partic-
ipants liked the way it looked, several of them suggested adding animations and
such to make the page more alive.

• Did you experience that you had enough with information to understand the
application?
Overall the participants were satisfied with the feedback that the application of-
fered. All participants understood the concept and the features.

One participant thought that when he did an error it was easy to understand how
to undo it.

• What did you think about the feature daily challenge?
All participants appreciated the images on the exercises sequence which explained
the exercises well. Overall the participants thought the daily challenge was easy
to understand.

One participant thought it was good to get a daily habit and commented that it was
clear with the stepper that shows which exercises he was in. He mentioned that
the red color made it clear that he had skipped an exercise and the green color that
he had completed it. One problem occurred for the participant when he performs
the daily challenge to stand up 30 minutes. The timer quit counting when he had
changed to another page and he had not received any feedback that it was going
to stop counting when changing the web page.
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Another participant thought that the daily challenge was really good but wanted
to have the option to perform a longer version of the daily challenge.

• What did you think about the features Challenge a Friend and Challenge
With a Friend?
All of the participants thought that it was easy to understand how to begin a new
challenge and what to do in the challenge.

All participants thought that the reschedule feature was good to have, but need
some design improvements. One participant did not like the word reschedule
because he thought it was strange to reschedule something he had not scheduled
in the first place. Another suggestion that was made was to add a calendar view
when clicking to set a date.

One of the participants especially liked the element of competition. He also
wanted to add a feature such as a leader-board so it was possible to become for
example the foosball champion of the office. The same participant thought that
it was a little confusing as to what to do next after completing a challenge. He
lacked information what to do after he had made a choice of win or lose in the
challenge.

Another participant highlighted the social aspect as something very good, that you
could get to know your colleagues better and have fun breaks together.

• Which feature of Challenge a Friend, Challenge With a Friend and Daily
challenge seems most prominent to you?
This question divided the participants in different opinions. Two thought the Daily
Challenge since it was something they could do themselves.

One participant thought Challenge a Friend because of the competition factor
and the last participant thought Challenge With a Friend since it already is quite
common in the office that people, for example, run with each other.

• What did you think about the statistics page?
All participants thought the general design in statistics was clean and easy to
understand. They also enjoyed the concept of having a statistics page where you
can see your progress.

Streaks
All participants found it difficult to understand what a streak was at first. One
person thought it was a win-streak and another did not know what a streak was in
the first place. However, once explained, the participants were positive towards
it and thought it would be a fun extra feature. One person raised a concern that
losing a long streak could be boring and perhaps lower the interest in the appli-
cation. However, this person was also the most interested in having streaks and
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mentioned that he himself would like to maintain a Daily Challenge streak. He
thought that the streak should not be able to be lost under the weekend or on a
public holiday.

Achievements
All participants thought it was a good concept and a fun extra thing to strive
towards. Some minor improvements were mentioned such as ordering them to
the completed achievements were at the top and adding a progress bar to the
achievement so you can see how close you are to completing them.

Weekly Goal
Most participants understood that the points the user gained were displayed in
the weekly goal progress circle. However, one person thought it was linked to
the achievements and that each achievement yielded points. And although most
understood that is was some objective which you should reach each week, they
did not understand that it was derived from a recommended amount of minimum
exercise.

• What do you see as the goal in the application?
All the participants foremost mentioned that their main goal in this application
would be the health benefits. One participant also mentioned that the social part
and another mentioned the achievements and streaks.

• Could this application motivate you to increase your physical activity at the
office?
All participants saw the potential with the application and believed that it could
motivate to increased physical activity. However, most thought it needed some
further work before being adequate. One participant wanted to see more competi-
tion elements, for example, leader-boards. Another mentioned that it would need
animations and such to become more lively.

One participant also expressed that while the application would likely work in the
beginning, it would probably need something more once the honeymoon period
is over.

• Do you see any problems with the application?
Most concerns were expressed in the previous question, that it needs more anima-
tions and such and something which could motivate further in the long run. Apart
from this, one participant also mentioned that it would need to become a part of
the culture in the workplace. He also believes that management would need to
encourage the use of the application.

• In overall, is this a type of application you would use?
All participants were positive in this regard.
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• Other comments about the application?
Most of the comments surrounded minor improvements which could be fixed and
included among others more animations, improve the text for incoming challenges
in the header and improve some of the dialogs. Improvements to include sounds
in the application were also mentioned.

Several participants said that integration with Slack would be a good idea in or-
der to receive reminders and information about updates in the application. They
argued that most people will most likely not sit with Officise open all the time
and therefore might need reminders on other platforms in order to not forget it.
However, one participant was against the idea since that person thought it could
interrupt work.

One participant wanted to see more competition elements and enjoyed friendly
banter. Another thought it would be good to extend Daily Challenge to include
background music and have the ability to do more exercises.

Lastly, one person mentioned that storing more historical data would be fun. This
way you could see for example win percentage for a certain challenge and see the
5 most recently completed challenges.
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Evaluation Summary and Discussion

In this section the results from the evaluation are summarized and discussed. Optimally,
it would have been preferred to gather more data from additional participants and inter-
views. It would also have been desirable that the participants had a longer test period
of the resulting application. Nevertheless, the feedback retrieved from the evaluation
was both interesting and valuable. Below are the strengths and the weaknesses from the
evaluation.

7.1 Strengths

The following are some of the strengths of the application based on the evaluation.

Usability
In the design phase, usability had high priority and lot consideration was put to achiev-
ing good usability. Based on the result from the evaluation, the usability aspect in the
application can be considered successful. The participants have stated that the applica-
tion is very easy to use and no part of the application was considered difficult. The base
functions such as navigation and registration have been experienced as straightforward.
The game features has also received good reviews in a usability point of view.

Appearance
This part of the application received mostly good reviews, some areas could be im-
proved to make the application more appealing, read more about this in the section
about weaknesses. But overall the design concept of minimalism was appreciated by
the participants and perceived as modern. The participants liked the design choice of
avoiding longer text fields which helped making the application comprehensible.
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The main features
In the ideation and visioning phase of the project, there was a lot of discussions on
how to reach as many users as possible and what features the application could have
to attract different types of people. Therefore, three different features were created to
achieve the goal of reaching different target groups. Based on the evaluation, this as-
pect is considered a success. The participants had different favorite features and based
of their motivation as to why they had it as their favorite feature, it is possible to con-
clude that they have different interests and goals with the application. One participant
was more competitive than the others and thus preferred Challenge a Friend, while two
other participants felt that Daily Challenge suited them better because they wanted to
do exercises themselves. The last participant preferred Challenge With a Friend since
he liked the idea of encouraging each other to do exercises together, such as running.

Concept
Even though the application has major improvements areas, all the participants were
very positive about the concept of the application. They were enthusiastic about the
concept as a whole and saw the potential to develop it further. One of the reasons behind
the potential of application is the lack of similar applications at the market today. In the
research conducted in this project no similar application was discovered, which makes
it unique. One participant recommended continuing the work with the application for
six months so the application could be ready for production and further dissemination
to other companies.

7.2 Weaknesses

The following are some of the weaknesses in the application based on the evaluation.

Appearance
Even though the participants appreciated the appearance of the resulting application,
the participants thought it could use some improvements. They gave suggestions to
add animations, sounds and other general small design improvements. An interesting
thing in the aspect of appearance was that so many mentioned animations as something
important. This was nothing that was thought of as important in this project. But in
light of this, it might have been something which could have deserved more attention.

Based on the result of the evaluation further effort should have been put into making the
application more attractive. But due to the time constraints of the project this has not
been prioritized. In future work, this aspect should be a top priority.

Notifications
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One weakness in the resulting application is that the user needs to be logged in to the ap-
plication to receive notifications, such as when the user has been challenged by another
user. The concern raised by this is that the user might forget about the application. One
solution could be to integrate the application with Slack which was suggested by two
participants. However, this idea was rejected by one participant that thought this could
be an annoying factor and something that interrupts work. Therefore, if integration with
Slack was made, the user must have the option to enable and disable these notifications.

Concept
Concerns were also raised that the application might work in the beginning but that peo-
ple might lose interest after its ”honeymoon period”. The application would probably
need something more in order to work in the long run. An application like this will need
continuous updates with new types of features and new goals to strive towards.

Becoming part of the work culture
One aspect which came from a participant was that the application needs to be accepted
in the culture at the workplace. If users get bad comments from playing the application
from the managers in the office no one is going to use it. Therefore, for the application
work, it needs to be approved by the company and users needs to be encouraged to use it
by the managers. The participant suggested that managers could remind the employees
to use the application for at least 15 minutes per day, on the daily scrum meetings.

This is also an important step in changing the exercise habits in the work environment.
From the survey, see section 4.1.1 it was concluded that one of the biggest reason to why
people were not more physical active at the office was because people think it feels odd
to exercise at the office. If it becomes the norm to exercise in the office, this problem
can disappear.

Another participant pointed out that it is easy to forget to use the application. After a
long weekend or if a person has a lot of work to do, focus is on other things than the
application. In this perspective, it would also be good that the managers remind the
employees about the application.
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Reflections

The following sections covers some elements which have been reflected upon during
the project.

8.1 Designing User Engagement

As has been explored in this project, there are a lot of guidelines and methods to follow
and use in order to increase user engagement. Whichever is better will most likely
depend on the type of application. However, to create a great experience for the user, it
is not enough to only do one thing or the other. For example, to include game elements
is no excuse for poor design. An application with a great gamification concept will
most likely fail if it does not take a fun and usable design into account. Animations
can be named as an example in context to this project. This was nothing that was
taken into consideration and it was something which all participants in the evaluation
reacted to. The aspect to add animations to make the application more fun was described
in section 2.2.4, but due to the time constraints, this was not prioritized. However,
considering the feedback, the aspect of designing for fun should have been given more
attention in the implementation part.

Another aspect to consider is that it takes time to build something that is engaging and
fun. It needs to be tested and tweaked loads of times until a satisfactory level is reached.
For example, Plants vs Zombies which is a very popular casual game, iterated for over
three years before reaching its final product [60].
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8.2 Model of User Engagement

When comparing the modified model of user engagement presented in the Application
Implementation section to the result of the evaluation, several things were as expected.
For example, in points of engagement examples, health benefits was mentioned as a
primary attribute which would entice people to start using the application. This cor-
responded clearly with the answers that were received in the evaluation. The social
exchange was also something which was believed to act as both a period and point of
engagement attribute. This was confirmed in the evaluation where several participants
answered that this was something that appealed to them.

However, a few deviations arose. For example, the rescheduling of challenges was
believed to be a severe disengagement attribute. This was never mentioned as a problem
by the participants apart from the fact that it could use some design improvements.
However, whether this is a problem or not is hard to tell due to the short testing period.

An interesting observation was made around the idea of incorporating streaks. As ex-
plained in the Application Ideation section, losing a long streak could be a cause for
frustration or loss of motivation and is therefore be possible disengagement attribute.
This particular problem was also mentioned by one of the participants. However, this
participant also mentioned explicitly that he would like to keep a daily challenge streak
going and that this would be a motivational factor for him. Therefore, he definitely
saw having streaks as something positive and something he would like to have in the
application. This supports that claim that the motivational factors posed by streaks can
outweigh the possible disengagement factors caused by them.

8.3 Future potential of the application

Several indication has been obtained from the evaluation which supports the fact that
this application could increase physical activity in the office. However, it would need
to be improved in several aspects which are mentioned in the Negative section. But if
these aspects are amended, it is likely that this application would work. One concept
which interestingly was found to be very important, was the ”appealing animation” part
of designing for fun. All participants in the evaluation mentioned that more animations
was something which would improve the page a lot.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3 there are organizations such as Generation Pep that works
daily to change the sedentary behavior in work environments. If a collaboration was
made with, for instance Generation Pep, it would be conceivable to use their network
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and reach out to other companies which could expand the application further. With
many companies using the application it could be possible to implement features which
opens up the opportunity for companies to compete with each other.

Another aspect that could be improved in a collaboration with organizations working
with health is the achievements. It is likely that an organization which has connections
with other companies can arrange a sponsorship with for example sports stores. With
this sponsorship, it is possible to include a small reward system for when the user com-
pletes an achievement. For example, if the user completes Daily Challenge 10 days in a
row the user could get a 20% discount at a sports store. These kind of small rewards can
increase the motivation for the user and invoke further interest for training. However,
introducing these rewards could also backfire. There is a risk that people might start
using the application only for the rewards which reduces the value the features have
themselves. therefore, while the possibilities to add these rewards exist, they need to be
carefully considered so they do not damage the rest of the application.
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Future Work

There are several additional features which could be implemented in order to increase
user engagement further. Below follows a list with some examples of ideas that have
come up during sprint-demos and from interviews.

9.1 Additional Features

• Link scheduling together with Outlook calendar
As for scheduling in the challenge with -and challenge a friend features could
be a possible cause for disengagement, it would be advantageous to mitigate the
trouble of finding a time which fit both users. A possible way to do this is to link
the application with the schedule in Outlook 1 which is the email and calendar
client used at Betsson. This way the user could see directly where the person
he/she is trying to challenge has an open slot in their schedule.

• Free-text challenge
As an idea that formed during a sprint-demo was that users should be able to send
free-text challenges to each other, i.e. the challenger specifies what the challengee
should do to complete a challenge. This would both add freedom to the user and
could make the application more fun.

• Open challenges
Another idea was to add the ability for users to send out open challenges in case
they do not have anyone specific they want to challenge for the moment. In this

1Outlook is a software developed by Microsoft which serves as an email and calendar client [13].
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case, a view with open challenges would be displayed where any user could accept
a challenge that has been sent out.

• Integration with Slack or email
By integrating the application with Slack, notifications with information regarding
updates that happens in the application could be sent out. This could be updates
of newly incoming challenges or if another user completes a challenge that they
have together. The same concept could be applied for email.

The prototype developed in this project has taken some aspects of user engagement into
consideration, but as user engagement is a huge field, some aspects have been omitted
mainly due to time constraints. Below follows a couple of concepts that was mentioned
in the Background section but not fully implemented in the prototype.

9.2 Designing to include feelings and for fun

In the Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 the design methods for designing to including feelings
and designing for fun were described. Because of time constraints in the project, these
type of design aspects were not fully implemented. Features for including feelings has
not been implemented at all. If the application is to be developed further, it is possible
to add a feature to take feelings of the user into consideration. For instance, it could
be possible to implement a feature in the Challenge a friend view, see Figure 5.9a. In
this view when the user press start a challenge, it would be possible to have an optional
question field where the user fills in what mood he/she is in. If the user chooses that
he/she is feeling tired the feature could sort out the hardest challenges and only present
the easy challenges, see Figure 5.10a. Accordingly, a more correct view which takes the
feelings of the user into account is presented.

Designing for fun has partly been taken into consideration. There are three goals in the
method fun-in-doing: (1) provide the right functions so that users can accomplish their
goals, (2) offer usability plus reliability to prevent frustration from undermining the fun,
and (3) engage users with fun-features.

Both the first goal and the second goal has been implemented in the resulting applica-
tion. The third goal has partly been implemented. The attributes, compelling content
and attractive graphics have been implemented to some extent. In future development,
the three other attributes2 could be implemented as well. This is also something which

2The three remaining attributes are: alluring metaphors, appealing animations, satisfying sound
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has come up as something important in our evaluation. All the participants in the in-
terview mentioned that things such as animations and sounds would be a good way to
make the application more desirable.

9.3 How to continue engaging the user?

After a while, there is a risk that the user will experience the application as monotonous,
and one considerable challenge with the continued work of the application is how to
continue engaging the users. One approach to solve this is to implement more features.
A couple of potential features were described in the Additional Features section. For
example, the Open Challenge feature. If some type of skill level was implemented
showing for example the users win-percentage in a certain challenge, it could be used
in conjunction with Open Challenge to find other users that are equally skilled in the
challenge. This would help the user finding the appropriate challenge level which in
turn would engage the user to continue using the application.

The main perspective which is supposed to engage people to use the application is their
will to improve their health. In the survey, the participants answered that the biggest
reason to use the application was to improve their health. Using the application will
help in doing so, but how much it actually helps is hard to see at the moment. If the
application could explicitly show something which indicates how much their health has
improved by doing these exercises, this could engage the user to continue using the
application.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this project was to develop an application which could motivate people
in offices to increase their physical activity levels. Research was conducted to find
out how to create motivational and engaging applications, both in general and for the
specific target group. From the data gathered surrounding the target group and from the
methods for user engagement found, a concept of an application was envisioned and
implemented.

By testing the application among people at the Betsson office it has been shown that
a complete system of this kind could increase physical levels among people at offices,
which in turn would benefit their health. However, as both the test period and the number
of interviewed people were quite low, it can be hard to draw definitive conclusions.
Nonetheless, the study provided several feasible indication that an application can be
utilized to increase physical activity in offices.

If more time was available, further development iterations would be performed in order
to both refine the current concepts that are included, and to implement new ones which
were introduced but omitted due to time constraints. This would give a better under-
standing of how well the different concepts works and if an application like this could
work.
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Chapter A

Physiotherapist Interview

Place: Sandviken
Date: 10/2 - 2018
Interviewer: Tobias Andersson
Time for the interview: 40 minutes
Participant work role: Physiotherapist
Experience in the field: 34 years
Interview Language: Swedish
Amount of questions: 14

Purpose: Learn more about recommended exercises for people who sit for long periods
of time, difficulties when trying to motivate people to be more active during work and
if they know about or use any applications for the purpose of promoting exercise.

Other comments:
The response from the participant are shortened from the original answers.
The questions were in a conversational tone and allowed discussion. The questions is
divided into three different parts.

Questions

• Vad heter företaget du jobbar för och vilken branch är det inom?
Företaget heter Previa och arbetar inom företagshälsa.

• Hur länge har du arbetat inom området och vilka är dina arbetsuppgifter?
Arbetat sen 1984. Mina arbetsuppgifter är inom företagshälsovård, arbetsmiljö,
förebyggande rehabilitering och hälsovård.
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Övningar, besvär, effekter, trender.
Nacke, axlar, armar, händer, syn. Trötthet, ländrygg Exakt där man har ont inte
behöver inte vara “the cause”. Allt hänger ihop.

• Vad är vanliga besvär för stillasittande arbeten?
Vanligaste besvären är inom: Nacke, axlar, armar, händer, syn. Trötthet, ländrygg.
Exakt där man har ont behöver inte vara orsaken till smärtan. Eftersom musklerna
sitter ihop och påverkar varandra kan orskaken till smärtan finnas på en annan
kropssdel än där smärtan faktiskt känns.

• Hjälper övningar mot sjukskrivningar?
Ja

• Vilka övningar är rekommenderade för anställda som jobbar på kontor?
Övningar till motsats vad man gjort. T.ex. suttit stilla med armar, rör armarna. Ett
exempel på en övning som är väldigt bra för människor som sitter vid bildskärm
är övningen Pilbågen. Allmänt övningar som aktiverar axlar ochh rygg är bra och
motverkar trötthet och huvudvärk. Vid långvarig tid framför en datorskärm kan
även ögonen kan bli trötta vilket kan leda till huvudvärk. Man kan motverka detta
genom att låta ögonen fokusera på olika håll, en övning man kan göra är att hålla
upp tummen framför kroppen, fokusera blicken på tummen och sedan skifta fokus
till föremålet bakom tummen. Upprepa detta några gånger.

• Hur mycket övningar behöver man göra för positiva effekter?
En vanlig missppfattning är att det räcker att man är aktiv utanför kontoret, detta
är inte sant. Kroppen behöver vara aktiv under dagen också. Annars får man
negativa hälsoeffekter. Minimum motion för att bibehålla hälsa är 150 min träning
i veckan - eller 30 min per dag. Utöver det krävs även att bryta stillasittandet
under dagen. Resa sig upp minst varje timme. Helst varje halvtimme. Finns
kunskapsluckor kring exakt veta tidsangivelser man måste resa sig upp.

• Hjälper massage?
Absolut. Hjälper mot stress, lugnar, slappnar av oxytocin. Ökad genomblödning.
Man kan ha ont i muskler på grund av stress.

• Är det ett växande problem med sjukskrivningar och liknade problem, i
samhället?
Ja, fler och fler arbetsuppgifter är sittande vid bildskärm. Även fritid är mycket vid
bildskärm. Mycket sjukskrivningar beror på besvär från muskler med mera. Även
problem med diabetes, övervikt (livsstilssjukdomar), Cancer, magtarmproblem.

• Tjänar företaget på att satsa på företagshälsa?
Ja
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Allmänt

• Har ni sett några applikationer användas som redskap för företagshälsa?
Ja, till exempel standApp vilket är en app för att påminna användaren om att stå.
Den mäter hur mycket användaren står. Den känns ganska enkel och tråkig. I min
erfarenhet så tröttnar folk troligtvis snabbt på en sådan applikation.

Har inte sett några appar för att bryta stillasittande, mer för träning på fritiden.

• Rekommendation angående träningsappikation för kontorsanställda?
Nej inte direkt.

• Tror du att en applikation kan hjälpa personer till att röra sig mer?
Aboslut. Vi går mer mot digitalisering i samhället. Även i företaget jag jobbar i,
Previa har väldigt mycket arbete med att digitalisera just nu. Tycker det är svårt
att hitta en applikation för att motivera personer att hålla igång folk med träning.

• Är det svårt att motivera personer till att röra sig mer?
Inte svårt i början, men svårt att hålla igång folk. Lättast att få folk som är
träningsvana att anamma detta. Svårare med dem i hälsoriskzonen och med folk
som inte rör sig mycket på fritiden. Vinsten är dock större för dessa svårare per-
soner.

• Vilka utmaningar finns det?
Hålla igång folk att fortsätta träningen. Folk behöver påminnas hela tiden. Frälsa
dom som inte är frälsta. Bara röra sig i vardagen ger enorma hälsovinster. Även
om de inte tränar på fritiden.

Ett problem idag på kontor är att folk tycker ofta det är pinsamt att göra övningar
i landskap. Rekommenderar starkt att ha lite träningsredskap på kontoret. Gärna
synligt så man ser dem och de påminner folk. All aktivitet är bra! Vissa övningar
är bättre, men den träning som blir av är bäst. Viktigaste är att brytra stillasit-
tandet.
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Evaluation Interviews

Place: Betsson Office, Stockholm
Date: 12/6 and 13/6 - 2018
Interviewer: Tobias Andersson, Joel Åstrand
Time for each interview: 20 - 30 minutes
Participants work roles: Three of the participants are developers, the fourth is manager
in the front-end department.
Interview language: Two of the interviews were in Swedish and the other two were in
English.
Purpose: Evaluate the resulting application in the aspects of potential, usability, and
qualities.
Amount of questions: 13. Some of the questions has sub questions.
Other comments:
The responses from the participants are shortened from their original answers.
The questions has been divided into four different categories: Design, Concept, Moti-
vation and Others.

Questions

Design

1. Did you experience that the application was easy to use?

Participant 1 Lätt att registrera, ej plottrigt, cleant och enkelt. Lätt att använda.

Participant 2 All ages could use the application, very simple.

Participant 3 Yes, very easy to find all the different parts, registration also easy.
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Participant 4 Yes, very easy to find all the different parts, registration also easy.

• Was it easy to get started with the application?
Participant 1 Japp! Enkel registrering osv.
Participant 2 Easy application to use.
Participant 3 Yes
Participant 4 Ja, dock hann inte deltagaren att läsa dialogen efter man reg-

istrerat sig

2. Did you appreciate the general appearance/ aesthetics?

Participant 1 Tyckte den såg bra ut. Allmänt clean och enkel design.

Participant 2 Appreciates the design, helps you understand the application bet-
ter. Would want more fancy design. Make it pop more and more alive.

Participant 3 Modern, clean.

Participant 4 Borde ha mer distans mellan footern och botten så det blir lite mer
luft i sidan. Tyckte annars det såg bra ut. Allmänt lite småfix som t.ex. ta
bort padding i burger-menu. Även fixa incoming challenge i headern så det
ser bättre ut och blir synligare. Gillade speciellt statistiksidan.

3. Did you experience that you had enough with information to understand the
application?

Participant 1 Ja, förstod konceptet. När man hade gjort ett fel så var det enkelt
att gå tillbaka och förstå hur man skulle göra.

Participant 2 Yes, no problem

Participant 3 Yes!

Participant 4 Ja, var inga problem att förstå.

• Did you understand the purpose of the application?
Participant 1 Ja, tydligt koncept.
Participant 2 Likes the concept, thought it was easy to understand
Participant 3 Yes
Participant 4 Tydlig koncept, lätt att komma igång.

• Did you receive enough with feedback in the application? For example
when completing a challenge?
Participant 1 Absolut.
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Participant 2 Did not feel he needed more feedback.
Participant 3 Feedback generally looked good.
Participant 4 Ser bra ut men skulle vilja testa applikationen mera.

Concept

1. What did you think about the feature daily challenge?

Participant 1 Nice, bra att få in en daglig vana.

Participant 2 Good to have something you can do alone.

Participant 3 Absolutely worth to have.

Participant 4 Tyckte den verkar väldigt bra.

• Did you understand the challenge?
Participant 1 Timer - enkel att förstå. Sequence - Lätt att förstå, bilderna

förklarade bra. Var lätt att förstå var man var i sekvensen. Uppskattade
att man en övning blev färgad rött när man hoppade över den gentemot
att den blev grön när man hade gjort den i sekvens räknaren. Missade
info-knappen, letade dock inte efter den.

Participant 2 Easy to understand. images and stepper efficiently show what
to do and where you are in the sequence. Add so the user can choose
do more exercises, If the user want to exercise more.

Participant 3 Easy to understand, good images (maybe not wear black jeans
though).

Participant 4 Ja enkelt att förstå. Hade några förslag på hur man kunde
förbättra Daily challenge. Exercise sequence, preview såg clickable ut.
Göra bilder zoombar så dom öppnas i någon modal. Confirmation när
man avslutar om man skulle råka trycka fel?

2. What did you think about the features challenge a friend and challenge with
a friend?

Participant 1 Gillade speciellt challenge a friend för dess tävlingsanda. Ville
utöka funktionen med ett ledartavla så man kunde jämföra resultat mot andra
på kontoret.

Participant 2 Can get to know more people. Go out to walk gives more time to
talk to each other. Make new friends perhaps.
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Participant 3 Like both ideas and thought them would be fun to do.

Participant 4 Gillade koncepten i båda funktionerna.

• Was it easy to initialize a new challenge?
Participant 1 Väldigt lätt att följa. Tycker det är bra med schema funktio-

nen men att man kanske kan byta namn som sitter på schema knappen.
Tyckte att det var var lite oklart att man skulle ha namnet reschedule när
man inte hade bokat någonting själv från början. Poängterade att noti-
fikation med slack var viktigt för att användaren ska kunna bli uppmärk-
sam när man blev utmanad.

Participant 2 Very easy to start new challenge and complete it. Thought
that the schedule feature is good to have.

Participant 3 Easy to start new challenge, thought it was important to have
the schedule feature to make it easier for the users to decide when and
where to meet for the challenge.

Participant 4 Gillade schema funktionen men kom med några förslag för
att förbättra den. När man klickar på schema funktionen och ska välja
datum så kunde en kalender dyka upp så det blir tydligare med datum.
Föreslog namnbyte på Save istället för submit. En annan aspekt som
man kunde förbättra med funktionerna var att lägga till i outgoing fältet
på utmaningarna så man kan klicka in på outgoing utmaning så man kan
ta bort eller editera den.

• Was it easy to understand how and what to do in the challenge?
Participant 1 Blev lite förvirrad vad man skulle göra hade gjort ett val i en

utmaning, som när man har klickat att man har vunnit. Väntar man på
motståndaren eller har motståndaren redan gjort sitt val?

Participant 2 No problem to understand what to do in the challenge or how
they should be made.

Participant 3 Yes it was easy to understand.
Participant 4 Kändes tydligt vad man ska göra i en aktiv challenge

3. Which feature of Challenge a Friend, Challenge With a Friend and Daily
challenge seems most prominent to you?

Participant 1 Challenge a friend på grund av tävlingsmomentet mot andra.

Participant 2 Daily Challenge, because to make a healthy daily habit.

Participant 3 Challenge With a Friend, because the most people in the office
already are doing exercises together such as running.
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Participant 4 Daily Challenge är det mest lovande. Skulle vilja hålla igång en
streak.

4. What did you think about the statistics page?

Participant 1 Allmänt nerslimmat och enkelt. Inget som var riktigt svårt att
förstå, tydlig sida.

Participant 2 Easy to understand, enjoy the concept.

Participant 3 Thought it was clear and easy.

Participant 4 Väldigt fin sida och bra strukturerat. Gav förslag att ta bort under
strecken på på namn titlarna eftersom understruket kan se ut som länkar.

• Thoughts about streaks?
Participant 1 Lite svår att förstå först, men gillade ändå konceptet. Tror

det kan vara roligt.
Participant 2 Little hard to understand, something that indicates “days in a

row” instead only numbers.
Participant 3 Did not know what a streak was, but once explained he liked

the idea.
Participant 4 Tyckte det lät som en win-streak istället för en antal-dagar-

streak. Tycker om idén med streaks. En lång förlorad streak skulle
kunna va tråkigt. Men den är nog värd att ha, så länge den är personlig.
Specifikt intresse om att hålla igång en Daily Challenge streak nämn-
des. Kommenterade även att man skulle inte kunna förlora sin streak på
helgen eller på helgdagar.

• Thoughts about weekly points?
Participant 1 Fattade målet, men inte att det var en rekommenderad mängd.
Participant 2 Easy to understand.
Participant 3 Understand that gained points was included in weekly goal

and the progress. But did not understand it was a recommended amount.
Participant 4 Lite otydligt med weekly points, trodde det var länkat med

achievements.

• Thoughts about achievement board?
Participant 1 Tydligt vad det går ut på. Såg ingen tanke i ordningen. Sor-

tering skulle kunna vara värt. Tyckte annars det var ett roligt koncept.
Participant 2 Thought it was a fun concept.
Participant 3 Thought it was a fun concept.
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Participant 4 Ville att sidan skulle visa information om vilken framtsteg
användaren gjorde, men tycker det är roligt koncept ändå.

5. Did you understand the concept of points?

Participant 1 Nej, inte helt, men skulle helst inte vilja ha text kring det utan
något annat som indikera vad det var. Fattade att det var ett weekly goal
men inte vad weekly goal var.

Participant 2 Yes.

Participant 3 Understand the the user should reach the weekly goal but did not
understand if it was any idea behind the number to reach.

Participant 4 Inte direkt.

Motivation

1. What do you see as the goal in the application?

Participant 1 Hålla sig frisk! Såg achievements, streaks etc som roliga extra
saker.

Participant 2 First of all for the health, but also the social aspect. Nice way to
forget work for a little while.

Participant 3 Health benefits.

Participant 4 Hälsa främst.

2. Could this application motivate you to increase your physical activity at the
office?

Participant 1 Tror att en applikation kan hjälpa. Gillar tävling, skulle vilja se
mer tävlingsmoment. Men uppskattar annars konceptet och tror att det skulle
kunna fungera.

Participant 2 Is a very good idea. Never thought about that he could do this
during work. Especially liked the daily challenge.

Participant 3 Believes it can work. Needs some work though. Absolutely has
potential.

Participant 4 Tror åtminstone att det kan fungera till en början. Tror dock det
finns risk att det kan dö ut efter “smekmånaden”.

3. Do you see any problems with the application?
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Participant 1 Inga specifika nämnda, lite design saker och allmänt integration
med andra mjukvaror skulle nog behövas.

Participant 2 Nothing he could think of.

Participant 3 It needs more interaction, more effects and sounds etc.

Participant 4 Eventuellt att det inte kan funka i längden. Det skulle även behöva
stöttas av ledningen. Applikationen skulle behöva komma in i kulturen på
företaget.

Others

1. In overall, is this a type of application you would use?

Participant 1 Ja.

Participant 2 Absolutely!

Participant 3 Yes.

Participant 4 Ja.

2. Other comment about the application?

Participant 1 Infoknappar clickable. Få dom att stå ut lite mer också.,såg mer ut
som dekoration. Lätt att glömma appen efter t.ex. långhelg. Skulle behöva
något mer för att få in vana. Integrera till sociala medier som slack och andra
kommunikationsmedel som mobil, mail.

Participant 2 Ability to add some extra exercises to daily challenge. If you feel
you have time and want more, add the ability for the user to do it. Work on
the dialogs, reduce the text and make them look better. Red text for incoming
challenges could look better. Better image for background which represents
the application. DId not like notifications on Slack, it could interrupt work.

Participant 3 Improve incoming challenge text. Good name officise. Needs
more animation, become more lively. Integration with Slack could be a
good idea.

Participant 4 Lägga till en “no pending challenges” för att göra det tydligare
vart man ska kolla om man har några inkommande utmaningar. Skulle även
kunna visa utförda utmaningar, typ de senaste 5. Detta skulle ge en bättre
överblick.

• Any features you would like to see in the application?
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Participant 1 Utökade tävlingsmoment och leaderboard, gillar friendly “ban-
ter”.

Participant 2 Extend Daily Challenge so you can get more exercises. Add
sounds - connect to spotify? Especially Daily Challenge could use some
background music. Nudge users towards healthy eating / drinking, like
when Daily Challenge finishes, write out eat a banana or something like
that.

Participant 3 Not at the moment.
Participant 4 Utöka statistics så man kan se vinster i procent i olika kate-

gorier. Allmän historik vore även kul att ha.
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Survey

Place: Betsson Office, Stockholm
Participants: 20
Started: 29/1 - 2018
Ended: 5/2 - 2018
Amount of questions: 10

Figure C.1: Question 1 from the survey
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Figure C.2: Question 1 from the survey. Result from the answer Other (Specify).
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Figure C.3: Question 2 from the survey
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Figure C.4: Question 3 from the survey
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Figure C.5: Question 4 from the survey
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Figure C.6: Question 4from the survey. Result from the answer Other (Specify).

Figure C.7: Question 5 from the survey
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Figure C.8: Question 6 from the survey

Figure C.9: Question 6 from the survey. Result from the answer Other (Specify).
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Figure C.10: Question 7 from the survey
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Figure C.11: Question 7 from the survey. Result from the answer Other (Specify).
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Figure C.12: Question 8 from the survey
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Figure C.13: Question 8 from the survey. Result from the answer Other comments.
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Figure C.14: Question 9 from the survey
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